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‘This invention‘ relates'to mats foruse in 
therevetment' of river’ banks and the like 
and has‘ for one or‘ its obj‘ectsto produce 
a new 'and'iimproved 'mat, of combined woven - 
wlr'e“ and: WlllOW or ‘other suitable tre'e' 
growths or‘ brush, in which the willowand 
wire as' so‘ intertwined that the latter rel 
liably maintainithe former in position and: 
the mat‘ as‘ a whole is as effective as a 
strictly willow woven‘ mat; . 

Heretofore, it: has been customary in 
wea'vvingimat‘s'to lay a plurality of parallel 
strips of material ‘and then to intertwine' 
crosswisefstrips through‘ the‘ ?rst named 
strips'by passing said‘ cross-wise strips ?rst 
over and then under the‘ strips first placed 
in position. It will be apparent that this 
methodlof weaving is‘ extremely slow and is, 
therefore, very high in cost. A‘ second ob 
ject of the‘ invention‘ is to disclose a new, 
novel, usefuh ei?cient' and inexpensive 
method ofweaving a mat [composed of a' 
combination of willows or the like and wire 
fabric._ _ > 

With the objects IlZlHlQCllD V1ew,the 1n 
vention consists in“ certain f‘e'aturesof con~ 
struction and combination of parts as here? 
matter described and claimed; and in order j 
that it may be fully understood,‘ reference 
is to be had to the accompanying‘ drawing, 
in which :— I ' 

Figure 1 is a planview of a? mat in the 
process of construction, illustrating at the 
right the 'matas' it appears when complete. 
Figure 2 is a side view of the mat as 

shown in Figure 1. , 
Figures 3 to 7- inclusive, illustrate dia 

grammatically the various steps employed 
process of Weavmg' in the new and novel 

In the said drawing, Where like reference 
characters identity corresponding parts in 
a'lhoyfthe ?gures, a plurality of rolls7 the‘ 
number depending‘j'on the; width of the mat; 
of‘suita‘ble wire mesh 1 of any desired width‘, 
weighti and length, are placed along the 
ground'and unrolled alternately in opposite 
directions‘tsee. Figure 3)‘, a distance equal‘ 
to the width of‘tlie rows of’mat'mat'erial “7 
it is desired to form. They meeting or ad 
joining corners of’the wire fabric are tightly 
tied together by suitable ties 2. V 
For convenience in the explanation of the 

process-vof'iweavingi the rolls‘of'material as 
?rstplaced on the ground will be identi?ed 
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soon as the'rolls' ‘have; been spaced. as shown 
in Figures 3 and It, the" ?rst r'owy“.i'r"’ of‘ will 
lows or‘ the like 1V is‘ packed intop'o'sition, 
it being‘ apparent that practically all‘ sizes‘ 
of material may be‘placed ‘without necessil , 
tating special cutting and that" any thic'lti 
ness of" mat may be produced‘ by regulating 
the quantity of material ‘JV placed‘ in posi 
tion‘. - 

vll‘hef?rst row “to? of material having-“been 
placed‘, the operators lift‘ the rolls of‘ wire" 
“a” to the right, as illustrated/it beingevi~ 
dent thatieach roll “a”. vw‘ill'ube' receivedbeé 
tween a pair otf'rolls “b.” The rolls “6” are 
now lifted over the mat material’ of’row 
“w’? and ;drawn tightpthe' adjacent“ cornersv 

60 

ofthe rolls “a” and‘ ‘p‘b” (see Figure 1'), be!’ ’ 
ing now preferably tightly wired or. secured 
together ‘as at 2 to hold the row “a?” 'in' a" 
tightly compactedmass. H a . ._ . 

' The rolls “5” are'n'ow un‘rolled a'sui?cient 
distance, see Figure 5, to providetheproper' 
space for the reception. of a row “1/” ot‘mat 
material. The row 53/” ofm'a?mat'erial vis 
now. placed, and the rolls “a” are carried 
over the top of said row,andplaced onthe 
ground'between the rolls “b.”v The adjacent 
corners of the wire fabric are ‘now prefer; 
ably'tightly wired or otherwise secured" to 
gether as at 2, as‘ shown clearly in Figural7T 
‘to hold the row‘ “y” in compacted form. 

.The rolls “5” are now carried back over" 
the row “1/,” see'Figure 6. and placed be} 
tween saidlrow “y” and the row‘ “as,” the 
rolls “it” being un‘rolled a‘su?’i’cient distance ‘ 
for the reception‘ of the row “a” otnece-ssary 
mat material. After'the row “2” of matine 
terial has been placed'the rolls “'6,” see Fig 
ure 7, are hrought'o'ver the top of'said row 
and placed on the'ground betweenthe'rolls' 
“a,” and the adjacent corners of the Wire 
fabric are preferably. tightly wired together 
as‘at 2v in Figure 17 to hold‘ said row’ in' 
compacted condition. _ ' > ' 1 

The rolls “a” are now carried back over 
the row “a,” see Figure 7,.an‘d the vprocess 
of forming the row “1)” of‘imat material is‘ 
carried out in all respects’ similar‘ to the‘ 
process described in connection‘iwithv Figures 
Sand 6. A’ complete cycle‘ o'f‘op'erati‘ons in 
the‘ method of‘ carrying outv the process of: 
the'invention has now been completed. ' 

It will'be ‘apparent that the ‘process as-dei 
scribed is continued until a mat of any de 
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sired length has been formed and that when 
ever a roll of wire fabric has been exhausted, 
another roll may be spliced on at the end 
as will be readily understood. 
In connection with the process of weav 

ing a mat, it will be evident that it lends 
itself particularly convenient to weaving at 
the stern of a barge or the like, and the 
feeding of the completed mat directly off 
the barge into the desired position, or the 
mat may be completely woven on the bank 
and then placed in the most convenient 
manner, where necessary. ' 
A mat constructed in accordance with the 

iinvention may be tied, staked or weighted 
to hold it in position in any of the common 
and Well known methods now in use. It is 
desired to emphasize the point that the proc 
ess of weaving is universal in its character, 
that is the same process lends itself to use 
in__weaving any thickness of mat with the 
rows of material of any desired width, and 
that a continuous mat of any width or length 
may be just as conveniently woven. 
From the above description, it will be ap 

parent that I have produced a mat and proc 
ess of weaving which possesses all of the fea~ 
tures of advantage pointed out as desirable, 
and while I have described and claimed the 
preferred form of the invention, I reserve 
the right to make all changes properly fall 
ing within the spirit and scope of the ap 
pended claims. . 
Iclaimz . . 

1. The process of weaving a mat of mat 
material and wire fabric comprising the 
placing of a plurality 'of rows of rolls of 
fabric alternately unrolled a predetermined 
distance in opposite directions, compacting a 
quantity of mat material in the space thus 
provided between the rows, then alternately 
unrolling the rolls of one row overthe mat 
material to bind the same in position, and 
removing the other row of rolls so that it 
shall not interfere with the process. 

2. The process of weaving a mat of mat 
material and wire fabric comprising the 
placing of a plurality of rows of rolls of 
fabric alternately unrolled a predetermined 
distance in opposite directions, compacting 
a quantity of mat material in the space thus 
provided between the rows, alternately re 
moving the rolls of one from position, and 
then unrolling the rolls of the other row 
over the mat material to bind the same in 
position. ' 

3. The process of weaving a mat of mat 
material and wire fabric comprising the 
placing of a pair of rows of rolls of fabric 
alternately unrolled‘ a predetermined dis 
tance in opposite directions, compacting a 
quantity of mat material in the space thus 
provided between the rows, then alternately 
unrolling the rolls of each row to the right 
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and to the left so that the fabric of each row, 
may alternately overlie and underlie the 
mat material to bind the same in position. i 

4;. The process of weaving a mat of mat 
material and Wire lfa-bric comprising the 
placing of a pair of.rows of rolls of fabric 
alternately unrolled a predetermined dis 
tance in opposite directions, unrolling the 
rolls of one row over the mat material to 
bind the same in position, unrolling the rolls 
of the other row in the opposite direction 
over the mat material to remove them from 
interference with the process, unrolling the 
rolls of the ?rst-named row a predetermined 
distance, compacting materlal on thelength. 
of fabric thus exposed, unrolling the rolls 
of the second-named row over the row of 
mat material to secure the same in position, 
then alternately repeating the process for 
the full length of the '1nat.- - 

5. The processof weaving a mat of mat 
material. and wire fabric comprising the 
placing. of a pair of rows of rolls of fabric 
alternately unrolled a predetermined dis 
tance iii-opposite directions,;securing the 
adjacent corners of the fabric together, com~ 
pacting a quantity of mat material in the 
space thus provided between the rows, then 
unrolling the rolls of one row over the mat 
material to bind the same‘ in position, secur 
ing the adjacent edges of the fabric to 
gether. and then removing the other row of 
rolls so that it shall not interfere with the 
process. 1 v 

6. Amat comprising a plurality of parallel 
rows of mat material, and a plurality of 
rows of wire fabric placed at right angles 
to the mat material, the wire fabric of each 
row alternately overlying and underlying 
adjacent rows of mat material. 

7. A mat comprising a plurality of parallel 
rows of mat material, and a plurality of 
rows of wire fabric placed at right angles 
to the mat material, the wire fabric of each 
row alternately overlying and underlying 
adjacent rows of mat material and the rows 
of wire fabric being so related'that adjacent 
rows are alternately overlying and under~ 
lying any particular row of‘ mat material. 

8. A mat con'lprising a plurality of parallel. 
rows of mat material, a plurality of rows of 
wire fabric placedv at right angles to the mat 
material, the wire fabric of each row alter 
nately overlying and underlying adjacent 
rows of mat material and the rows of wire 
fabric being so related that adjacent rows 
are alternately overlying and underlying 
any particular row of mat material, and 
means securing together the adj acent corners 
of said wire fabric rows. . 
In witness whereof I hereunto affix my 

signature. 

SYRUS SHIRLEY SCOTT. 
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